


Somewhere along the line, racing seats 
got something right that office chairs missed. Believing the 
attractive aesthetic, the supportive polyurethane foam core, 
and the freedom to fully recline are required features, the 
team at RapidX  incorporated all three—and many more—
into their Ferrino and Finish Line gaming and lifestyle chairs. 

Designed for style and comfort, the RapidX 
Ferrino office and lifestyle chair combines sound ergonom-
ics with striking qualities from racing culture. The result: 
a sporty, custom-colored gaming chair with the vibe of a 
Ferrari revving its engine on the starting line of the Monaco 
Grand Prix. 

Complete with removable lumbar and neck sup-
port pillows, a five-point caster wheel base, multi-directional 
adjustable armrests, and distinctive diamond patterned 
stitching. RapipX gaming and lifestyle chairs will support 
your spine and your sense of style whether you’re gaming, 
writing business reports, using it as a mechanic shop seat, 
or watching sports. Sit down and stand out.

To increase comfort and reduce elbow injuries 
such as epicondylitis, the Ferrino features multi-directional 
adjustable armrests that can be raised or lowered by three 
inches, slide forward and sideways, and be positioned at 
three different angles to suit your needs.



65-165 degree seat angle adjustment

headrest pillow and lumbar cushion included

multi-directional adjustable black armrest

Designed for style and comfort, the RapidX 
gaming and lifestyle chair combine sound ergonomics with 
striking qualities from racing culture. The result: a sporty, 
custom-colored gaming chair with the vibe of a Ferrari rev-
ving its engine on the starting line of the Monaco Grand Prix.

The powernap-friendly backrest reclines to 
165 degrees. When you need a rest, put on your eyeshades 
or your virtual reality headset and have a revitalizing rest in 
the most convenient location imaginable: your current one. 
Simply slip off the lumbar support pillow, use the car seat 
style lever to recline to your desired angle, and recharge. 

 



• Durable and stylized polyurethane leather

• Diamond-patterned backrest with color stitching

• Locking tilt mechanism inspired by car seat recliners

• Bucket seat harness inspired by professional racing seats

• 3D-adjustable PVC armrests with three directional settings

• 85 to 165-degree angle reclining capabilities   

• Adjustable and removable neck and lumbar support 
pillows with color stitching

• High-quality molded polyurethane foam core

• Five-point base on 2-inch rim-styled casters

 



 Net Weight
Gross Weight

Dimension
MSRP

50.9 lbs
61.3 lbs
34.6” X 27.1” X 16.1”
$349



Red on Black
UPC: 00856690005357
SKU: RX-FL007BLACKR

White on Blue
UPC: 00856690005364
SKU: RX-FL007BLUEW

White on Black
UPC: 00856690005340

SKU: RX-FL007BLACKW

Yellow on Red
UPC: 00856690005371
SKU: RX-FL007REDY



 Net Weight
Gross Weight

Dimension
MSRP

50.2 lbs
60.2 lbs
34.6” X 26.7” X 14.6”
$349



Blue on Black
UPC: 00856690005395

SKU: RX-FER001BLBLUE

Brown on Black
UPC: 00856690005418

SKU: RX-FER001BLBROWN

Red on Black
UPC: 00856690005401
SKU: RX-FER001BLRED

Pink on Black
UPC: 00856690005432 

SKU: RX-FER001BLPINK

Black on Black
UPC: 00856690005425 

SKU: RX-FER001BLBLACK

White on Black
UPC: 00856690005388 

SKU: RX-FER001BLWHITE


